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Toe & Bump steer correction kit for
the rear of your VE Commodore!
VE Commodore rear toe/bump steer correction kit
46268 - Holden Commodore VE 8/2006-on

O

n VE Commodores the chassis mounting point of the adjustable rear toe arm is
located inside a long horizontal slot that allows for 14mm of lateral movement.
Moving this point affects the bump steer characteristics, so it is critical that it is
positively located and locked in the desired position. As the toe link arm is adjustable,
these slots are not required to correctly wheel align the vehicle. However slippage can
occur if the bolts are not tight, or by simply clipping a curb or roundabout. An incorrect toe
setting can cause uneven and rapid tyre wear and in some cases an unstable and
unpredictable vehicle.
Nolathane’s rear toe &bump steer correction kit 46268 utilises specially designed locating
washers to positively lock the rear toe link. They correct the vehicle’s toe/bump steer
characteristics by the way the toe link is mounted in relation to the chassis slot. The kit
includes 4 x specialty washers which can be used with the original bushes and does not
induce N.V.H. (Noise, Vibration or Harshness).
For optimum toe settings, Nolathane recommends the washers and mounting bolts be
located towards the outer point of
the chassis slots, this results in a
vehicle that is very stable and
46268 - Toe Link Inner Lockwashers
predictable with minimal toe
(Essential)
changes as the suspension
travels between squat and lift
(acceleration to braking).
Another advantage with fitting the
46268 kit, is that no special tools
are required, it’s a D.I.Y. install.
We do however recommend that a
wheel alignment be performed
after fitment.
If you are after the bushes for the
toe link arm as well, Nolathane
have developed 46267. This kit
replaces the bushes in the toe link
and can be used in conjunction
with the 46268 kit.

46267 - Toe Link Inner

Part of a total handling system
Designed to integrate and offer a fully balanced handling solution. Nolathane suspension
offers replacement bushes and alignment products. So for a catalogue, brochure or
technical information on the VE Commodore range or any of the Nolathane
products contact the Redranger team on 1300 88 2355 or visit
www.nolathane.com.au

